



―― MiFID による規制との関係で ――
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（２００８b），（２００９），（２０１０），清 水 葉 子
（２００９b），（２００９c），（２０１０）。日本につい
ては，深見泰孝（２０１０）。
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The Internalisation of Stock Transaction in Germany
Related to the Application of the Regulations by MiFID
Hironori YAMAGUCHI
It was in the １９９０s, when the rule of the Concentration of Stock transaction in the stock
exchange was abolished and the alternative transaction outside the stock exchange began
in the United States. This was called internalisation of stock transaction in Alternative
Trading Systems（ATS）or Multilateral Trading Facilities（MTF）．The EUCommission
started in Europe after２０００，to amend the financial guidelines, to integrate the European
financial market. To that purpose, Market in Financial Instruments Directive（MiFID）”
was revised in the year２００４ and particularly in２００７．
The internalisation of the stock transaction started in Germany in２００２ and rapidly devel-
oped after ２００７．So the competition between the capital markets was strengthened. And
as a result of that movement, Tradegate System in Berlin was merged by Frankfurter
Wertpapierbörse（Deutsche Börse AG）on４．January２０１０．
In this article, I summarize the two main papers by３ German researchers about the inter-
nalisation problems especially in the field of retail stock transaction in Germany.
During my half year sabbatical in Hamburg, from November ２００９ to March ２０１０，I had
a chance to study and to research these problems in the office of Professor Hartmut
Schmidt at Hamburg University. I thank him so much for the talks and support for this
work.
Key words： Internalisation of Stock Transaction, Competition and Fragmentation of Capital
Markets, Markets in Financial Instrument Directive（MiFID）
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